Shakopee, Minn. -- Hold for More won the 10,000 Lakes Stakes in pouring rain Saturday at Canterbury Park. His $30,000 share of the $50,000 purse boosted his Canterbury earnings to $323,950, the second most in the history of the Shakopee, Minn. racetrack. Orlando Mojica rode the winner for owner Dale Schenian and trainer Francisco Bravo. The all-time earnings leader with $340,452 is Crocrock, who raced from 1999 through 2005. He also was owned by Schenian and trained by Bravo.

“I had a lot of horse,” Mojica said. “I knew the horses in front of me were getting tired so I just shifted outside.” Hold for More won the 10,000 Lakes by 2 1/2 lengths over Bourbon County. A P Is Loose finished third. Final time over the sloppy track was 1:11.19. Hold for More paid $11.80 to win.

Wagering favorite Honey’s Sox Appeal drew off late to win the $50,000 Lady Slipper Stakes by 2 1/4 lengths under Alex Canchari in 1:11.91. Mac Robertson trains the 4-year-old filly for owner Robert Lindgren of Prior Lake, Minn. She paid $4.20 to win. Rockin the Bleu’s was second and Thunder and Honey, also owned by Lindgren was third.

###
For a 10,000 Lakes photograph please use this link:  https://canterburypark.egnyte.com/fl/TYEcobCIAy

For a Lady Slipper photograph please use this link:  https://canterburypark.egnyte.com/fl/L2oRTVgdKX

Please Credit Coady Photography